change. Many of the golfers who play the course are battle casualties in various stages of rehabilitation. A nearby naval hospital also sends many of its patients, who are on the road to recovery, over to Pendleton for golf outings. The result is both Len Kennett and Bill Hartley are kept busy seven days a week giving group as well as private instruction and handling the hundreds of details involved in keeping traffic moving on a busy military course.

But busy as they are, Kennett and Hartley enjoy every minute of it. "Helping a fellow fight his way back to health," says Kennett, "is the most satisfying experience a man can have. The problems you run into in teaching many of these handicapped vets are vastly different and more difficult than you'd encounter elsewhere, but it's amazing how these fellows respond to any bit of help you are able to give them."

In addition to helping in rehabilitation work, Kennett and his assistant conduct five group classes a week and spend a great deal of time giving individual instructions. Two Marines who have won club championships are graduates of group lesson courses, and several Marine wives, who have attended the classes, have been strong contenders in various sectional tournaments held in and around Camp Pendleton. Juniors and beginners also get their share of attention with special classes devoted to teaching them the fundamentals of golf.

FTC Drops Injunction Against Spalding

A. G. Spalding & Bros., Inc., has agreed to give the Federal Trade Commission 30 days' notice of any move which would tend to destroy the corporate identity of Rawlings Mfg. Co. Spalding bought Rawlings stock in a $5,698,000 deal in December.

FTC dropped proceedings seeking an injunction against the acquisition of Rawlings' stock when Spalding agreed to notify the commission of any plans to drop the name, Rawlings, dissolve the sales subsidiary of the newly acquired company, transfer Rawling personnel to Spalding, discontinue any Rawlings sales branches, transfer more than 10 employees from Rawlings plants, or transfer equipment to or from any Rawlings plants.